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1 Introduction

The flash memory on the MC9S08LG32 is intended primarily for program storage. In-circuit programming allows the operating program to be loaded into the flash memory after final assembly of the application product. It is possible to program the entire array through the single-wire background debug interface. Because no special voltages are needed for flash erase and programming operations, in-application programming is also possible through other software-controlled communication paths. For a more detailed discussion of in-circuit and in-application programming, refer to HCS08RMv1, HCS08 Family Reference Manual, Volume 1, available at Freescale.com.

This application note explains how to do EEPROM emulation on the MC9S08LG32 using two arrays. This is demonstrated through an example that retrieves data from SCI, stores the data into emulated EEPROM, and shows the EEPROM status and data on the display. Flash memory is intended primarily for program storage.
In-circuit programming allows the operating program to be loaded into flash memory after the final assembly of the application product. Data storage is becoming common in flash arrays because of new technologies that support longer data retention and higher rates of write cycles.

The MC9S08LG32/16 is a Freescale 8-bit microcontroller that contains two flash arrays. Program and erase operations can be conducted on one array while executing code from the other. This feature allows easy EEPROM emulation while the microcontroller runs. This can improve the layout and eliminate external components, which reduces costs.

The security and protection features in MC9S08LG32 series MCUs treat the two flash arrays as a single memory entity. Programming and erasing of each flash array is conducted through the same command interface, which is detailed in the following sections. It is not possible to page erase or program both arrays at the same time. The mass erase command erases both arrays, and the blank check command checks both arrays.

2 EEPROM Uses and Applications

The requirements for nonvolatile data storage are very common in automotive applications. While program flash can be used to contain data that will not change during the life of a module, EEPROM has traditionally been used to contain data that may change over the life of a module or data that is specific to a particular module. This data might be as simple as an electronic serial number or as extensive as motor positioning data. Data that might potentially be stored in EEPROM would include:

- Odometer value
- Serial number
- Test history and date of manufacture
- Calibration information
- Default application tables
- User configurable data
- Position data
- Encryption keys
- Dynamic network address
- Error code information
- Diagnostic test codes
- Black box recording
- Software feature activation

The flash EEPROM emulation in the MC9S08LG32 family has a number of advantages related to both software and hardware design. Some of these advantages include:

- Fast access to data
- Reduction of printed circuit board components
- Lower microcontroller pin count requirement
- Continued application execution during programming and erase procedures
Design Considerations for Emulated EEPROM

During the conceptual phase of a design, several approaches can be considered when implementing EEPROM memory storage for data. The use of external EEPROM, emulation of EEPROM with program flash, and on-chip EEPROM are all approaches that have their own advantages and disadvantages in cost and reliability. In addition, each approach will have an impact on the software used to manage the data.

In an MC9S08LG32, the strategy is to use a portion of flash program memory to emulate EEPROM. There are two common approaches when doing this.

The first approach is to keep a copy of the EEPROM data in a RAM buffer and periodically write the entire contents of the buffer to the program flash. This approach is relatively simple to implement, permits the data to be read from the RAM buffer at any time, and allows control of the number of program/erase cycles. The obvious drawback to this approach is the amount of RAM that must be dedicated to the emulated EEPROM buffer. In addition, there is a risk of losing data if a reset occurs after updating a RAM buffer, but before the data has been programmed into flash.

A second approach uses multiple sectors of program flash to store nonvolatile data using a flash file system. Depending on the implementation, this method will usually require less RAM than the first approach. The major disadvantage to this approach is the size and complexity of the firmware required to implement a robust flash file system, such that it minimizes the risk of losing data when an unexpected reset or loss of power occurs.

Both of these approaches can require multiple program and erase operations when changing a single piece of data. This can lead to a significant increase in the amount of bulk capacitance required on the microcontroller's power supply lines, to guarantee completion of all program and erase operations in the event of loss of power.

One disadvantage of EEPROM emulation is the fact that, because an application's interrupt vectors are located in flash, all interrupts must be masked during emulated EEPROM operations. Depending on an application's interrupt latency requirements, this may impose some limitations on the system.

MC9S08LG32/16 Flash Memory Characteristics

Features of the flash memory include:

- Flash size
  - MC9S08LG32: 32,768 bytes (16,384 bytes in Flash A, 16,384 bytes in Flash B)
  - MC9S08LG16: 18,432 bytes (2,048 bytes in Flash A, 16,384 in Flash B)
- Single power supply program and erase
- Command interface for fast program and erase operation
- Up to 100,000 program/erase cycles at typical voltage and temperature
- Flexible block protection
- Security feature for flash and RAM
• Auto power-down for low-frequency read accesses minimizes run $I_{DD}$
• Flash read/program/erase functions work properly over full operating voltage or temperature

5 Memory Map

This flash memory module includes integrated program/erase-voltage generators and separate command-processor state machines that can perform automated byte programming page (512 bytes flash) or mass erase, and blank check commands. Commands are written to the command interface. Status flags report errors, and indicate when commands are completed. The block protection feature prevents the protected region of flash from accidental program or erase operations.

A security mechanism can be engaged to prevent unauthorized access to the flash and RAM memory contents. An optional user-controlled, back-door key mechanism can be used to allow controlled access to secure memory contents for development purposes.

6 Flash Programming
6.1 Program and Erase Times

One advantage of emulated EEPROM is that program and erase times are very fast compared with other technologies.

Table 1 shows program and erase times. The times include overhead for the command-state machine, and enabling and disabling of program and erase voltages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>FCLK Time</th>
<th>If FCLK = 200 KHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byte program</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45 μs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byte program (burst)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20 μs (excluding start/end overhead)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page erase</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass erase</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.1 Flash Clock

Before any program or erase command can be accepted, the flash clock divider register (FCDIV) must be written to set the internal clock for the flash module to a frequency (fFCLK) between 150 kHz and 200 kHz.

6.1.2 Flash Clock Divider Register (FCDIV)

This register can be written only once, so normally this write is done during reset initialization. FCDIV cannot be written if the access error flag, FACCERR in FSTAT, is set. You must ensure that FACCERR is not set before writing to the FCDIV register. One period of the resulting clock (1/fFCLK) is used by the command processor to time the program and erase pulses. To complete a program or erase command, the command processor uses an integer value of these timing pulses. Bit 7 of this register is a read-only status flag. Bits 6 through 0 may be read at any time but can be written one time only. Before any erase or programming operations are possible, write to this register to set the clock frequency for the nonvolatile memory system within acceptable limits.

![Figure 1. Flash Clock Divider Register (FCDIV)]
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If PRDIV8 = 0:

\[ f_{\text{FCLK}} = \frac{f_{\text{Bus}}}{(DIV + 1)} \]  \hspace{2cm} \text{Eqn. 1}

If PRDIV8 = 1:

\[ f_{\text{FCLK}} = \frac{f_{\text{Bus}}}{(8 \times (DIV + 1))} \]  \hspace{2cm} \text{Eqn. 2}

### Table 2. FCDIV Register Field Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 7 DIVLD | Divisor Loaded Status Flag — When set, this read-only status flag indicates that the FCDIV register has been written since reset. Reset clears this bit, and the first write to this register causes this bit to become set regardless of the data written.  
0 FCDIV has not been written since reset; erase and program operations disabled for flash.  
1 FCDIV has been written since reset; erase and program operations enabled for flash. |
| 6 PRDIV8 | Prescale (Divide) Flash Clock by 8  
0 Clock input to the flash clock divider is the bus rate clock.  
1 Clock input to the flash clock divider is the bus rate clock divided by 8. |
| 5:0 DIV[5:0] | Divisor for Flash Clock Divider — The flash-clock divider divides the bus-rate clock (or the bus-rate clock divided by 8 if PRDIV8 = 1) by the value in the 6-bit DIV5:DIV0 field, plus one. The resulting frequency of the internal flash clock must fall within 200 kHz to 150 kHz for proper flash operations. See Equation 1 and Equation 2.  
For more details, see Freescale document AN3824, “The EEPROM Emulation Driver for MC9S08LG32.” |

### Table 6-3. Flash Clock Divider Settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f_{\text{Bus}}</th>
<th>PRDIV8 (Binary)</th>
<th>DIV (Decimal)</th>
<th>f_{\text{FCLK}}</th>
<th>Program/Erase Timing Pulse (5 ( \mu )s Min, 6.7 ( \mu )s Max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 MHz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>192.3 kHz</td>
<td>5.2 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>5 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 MHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>5 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 MHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>5 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>5 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>5 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>5 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 kHz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>150 kHz</td>
<td>6.7 ( \mu )s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2 Program and Erase Flash Algorithms

All the program and erase algorithms, such as turn on/off charge pumps, control times, etc., are done by a hardware state machine that takes care of all processes without interfering in the microcontroller functionality. You must determine where the data is stored and then launch the program sequence. The details of using these algorithms are explained in Section 6.2.1, “Program and Erase Command Execution.”
6.2.1 Program and Erase Command Execution

The steps for executing any of the commands are listed below. The FCDIV register must be initialized and any error flags must be cleared before beginning command execution. The command execution steps are:

1. Write a data value to an address in the flash array.
   a) The address and data information from this write is latched into the flash interface. This write is a required first step in any command sequence. For erase and blank check commands, the value of the data is not important. For page erase commands, the address may be any address in the 512-byte page of flash to be erased. For mass erase and blank check commands, the address can be any address in the flash memory. Whole pages of 512 bytes are the smallest block of flash that may be erased.
   b) Do not program any byte in the flash more than once after a successful erase operation. Reprogramming bits to a byte that is already programmed is not allowed without first erasing the page in which the byte resides or else mass erasing the entire flash memory. Programming without first erasing may disturb data stored in the flash.

2. Write the command code for the desired command to FCMD. The five valid commands are blank check (0x05), byte program (0x20), burst program (0x25), page erase (0x40), and mass erase (0x41). The command code is latched into the command buffer.

3. Write 1 to the FCBEF bit in FSTAT to clear FCBEF and launch the command (including its address and data information).
6.3 Burst Program Execution

The burst program command is able to program sequential bytes of data in less time than would be required using the standard program command. This is possible because the high voltage to the flash array does not need to be disabled between program operations. Ordinarily, when a program or erase command is issued, an internal charge pump associated with the flash memory must be enabled to supply high voltage to the array. Upon completion of the command, the charge pump is turned off. When a burst program command is issued, the charge pump is enabled and then remains enabled after completion of the burst program operation, if these two conditions are met:

- The next burst program command has been queued before the current program operation has completed.
- The next sequential address selects a byte on the same physical row as the current byte being programmed. A row of flash memory consists of 64 bytes. A byte within a row is selected by addresses A5 through A0. A new row begins when addresses A5 through A0 are all zero.

The first byte of a series of sequential bytes being programmed in burst mode takes the same amount of time to program as a byte programmed in standard mode. The subsequent bytes are programmed in the burst program time if the conditions above are met. In a case where the next sequential address is the
beginning of a new row, the program time for that byte is the standard time instead of the burst time. This is because the high voltage to the array must be disabled and then enabled again. If a new burst command has not been queued before the current command completes, then the charge pump is disabled and the high voltage is removed from the array.

### 6.4 Flash Block Protection

The block protection feature prevents program and erase commands from being written to the protected region of flash. Block protection is controlled through the flash protection register (FPROT). When enabled, block protection begins at any 512-byte boundary below the last address of flash, 0xFFFF.

After exit from reset, FPROT is loaded with the contents of the NVPROT location, which is in the nonvolatile register block of the flash memory. FPROT cannot be changed directly from application software to prevent runaway programs from altering the block protection settings. Because NVPROT is
within the last 512 bytes of flash, if any amount of memory is protected, NVPROT is itself protected and cannot be altered (intentionally or unintentionally) by the application software. FPROT can be written through background debug commands, which allows a protected flash memory to be erased and reprogrammed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPS7</th>
<th>FPS6</th>
<th>FPS5</th>
<th>FPS4</th>
<th>FPS3</th>
<th>FPS2</th>
<th>FPS1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The FPS bits are used as the upper bits of the last address of unprotected memory. This address is formed by concatenating FPS7:FPS1 with logic 1 bits as shown. For example, to protect the last 1536 bytes of memory (addresses 0xFA00 through 0xFFFF), the FPS bits must be set to 1111 100, which results in the value 0xF9FF as the last address of unprotected memory. In addition to programming the FPS bits to the appropriate value, FPDIS (bit 0 of NVPROT) must be programmed to logic 0 to enable block protection. Therefore, the value 0xF8 must be programmed into NVPROT to protect addresses 0xFA00 through 0xFFFF.

## 7 EEPROM Emulated Demo

After understanding how the program-flash and erase-flash commands work, we apply these concepts to EEPROM emulation.

This demonstration includes checking basic EEPROM functionality, such as writing and reading the data based on record IDs. It reads the existing records of data and displays them through SCI.

### 7.1 Configuration

- Sector size: 512 bytes
- Data ID size: 1 byte
- Data size: 1 byte
- EEPROM size: 254 bytes
- FLASH BLOCK A (0x8000–0xBFFF) used for EEPROM data
- EEPROM start address: 0x8000
- Callback function to reset the COP
- Code runs from FLASH BLOCK B(0xC000–0xFFFF)

### 7.2 Function

Following are the steps in which the EEPROM demo executes:

1. Initializes EEPROM by calling “FSL_InitEeprom”.
2. Checks whether any data records for ID 1 and 2 exist or not.
3. If data record exists, then it displays the data through SCI port — else goes to step 4.
4. Erases the existing records of data.
5. Writes data (previous value +1) for records for ID 1 and 2 by calling “FSL_WriteEeprom”.
6. End.

8 Conclusion

The MC9S08LG32/16 has many features (LCD controller, IIC, SCI, A/D, SPI, etc.). The feature explored here was the flash memory with two arrays. When implementing EEPROM emulations, you can program and erase the flash memory without stopping the application. This is because of a state machine and two arrays of flash already implemented in the MCUs.
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